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How Communities Can Encourage
Responses to the 2020 Census

By Kiara Candelaria, Community Associations Institute
Roughly 64% of U.S. households have responded to the
2020 census as of August 14, according to the Census
Bureau. As the agency follows up with nonrespondents
until September 30, homeowners associations can play
an important role by allowing access to census takers to
make sure all residents are counted.
Census takers started going door to door to collect
responses in mid-July and were instructed to wear
protective gear, practice social distancing, and follow
public health guidelines to minimize the spread of
COVID-19. Board members and community managers
can encourage residents to fill out the 2020 census
questionnaire online, by phone, or by mail to reduce the
likelihood of in-person follow-up.
Associations must allow census takers access to their
gated community or condominium to avoid fines. Field
workers will have a valid identification badge and may
carry bags and other items with the Census Bureau’s
logo visible at all times. If no one is home, the census
taker will leave information about how to respond to the
census or may leave a paper questionnaire in a waterresistant bag.
Data collected in the 2020 census will drive decisionmaking, political representation, and economic
development across the U.S. The results give a detailed
statistical view of the demographic makeup of the
country and are used to determine the changing needs
of communities—making it paramount that an accurate
count of each household is achieved.
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“Whether or not the data is accurate, real estate
developers and policymakers will continue to use
census data,” says Olivia Snarski, program manager
for local democracy at the National League of Cities, a
membership association that advocates for the interests
of over 19,000 cities, towns, and villages nationwide. “If
they’re basing their decisions on how to develop land
and how to build their cities on inaccurate data, that’s
going to be poor decision-making for the population
that lives there.”
Census data also can be used by community
associations to decide whether to build or expand
amenities and understand the demographic makeup of
residents. Jan Porter, general manager at Peccole Ranch
Community Master Association in Las Vegas, says that
the statistics collected by the decennial census help the
community determine which amenities will be the main
draw, coordinate activities, and establish programs that
maintain residents’ interests and engagement.
“Successful social events build a sense of community,
and the census helps us get right to that community
spirit,” she says.
Find information on how to respond to the 2020 census,
why answers matter, privacy, and security by visiting
www.2020census.gov.
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I don’t know about you all, but I could really go for some precedented
times right now. I know many of us had hoped that by September, the
coronavirus conversation would be over and we’d be hitting the links at
Cypress Point for our 20th Annual Golf Classic. The pandemic has affected
us all in one way or another, and the Chapter is no exception.
We’ve had to postpone both of our signature events, and move all of our

Welcome
New Members!

educational content online. Virtual networking is a fun alternative, but it
could never replace the social events we know and love. The connections

Association Managers

you have built with each other and the businesses that have grown along

Michael Kwiatek

side this organization are so important to us, and we can’t wait to get back
to that mission.

Business Partners

SEVA-CAI is committed to remaining an integral part of your company’s
networking & marketing strategy. We’re working on new ways to connect
our membership, and we’re always striving to be your go-to industry
resource. We’re currently in the process of revamping our sponsorship &
advertising package to better meet your needs in this all-digital era. Your
feedback is always appreciated, so don’t be shy about letting us know
what works for you. If you see an opportunity for us to assist your business
or community in getting back on its feet, please reach out.

Lifetime Tool & Building Products, LLC

Community Association
Volunteer Leaders
Patricia Bracey
Charles Broadfield
Nice Deloney
Paulette Ergus
John Esarey
Deborah Knight

This Monday, September 28th is National Good Neighbor Day. This

Josh Laster

thoughtful day originated in communities in the 1970’s, and was declared

Mike Piluso

an annual observance by President Jimmy Carter in 1978. The country
needed kindness and unity back then, and it needs it again today. Think
of someone in your community who could use a little boost right now.
It doesn’t have to cost you anything - maybe you have a neighbor who
could use some assistance picking up groceries. Maybe one could use a
hand in their garden. Invite a neighbor to join you on your evening dog
walk. Use #GoodNeighborDay to post on social media and inspire a sense
of community in others. Sometimes the smallest gestures can have the
biggest impact. I look forward to seeing what you all do for each other!

Cariese Hinckley
Chapter Executive Director
Southeastern Virginia Chapter Community Associations Institute

Harvey Richardson
Steve Roche

Why CAI?
By Carol Lare, AMS®, PCAM®, Glenwood Community Associations
I am sure that a lot of you have heard the tag line,
“Buy CAI”. It was published to promote the idea of
doing business with members of CAI. But if you are
reading this, you are already aware of the benefits of
membership. I want to take it a step further. Not only
should you buy CAI, but you should be CAI. How? By
participating in the chapter. No, this is not going to be
a recruiting message for our amazing Social Committee.
I am sharing this to tell you why I have been involved in
the Chapter for decades, and why I have benefitted from
doing so.
Last Fall, there was a main water line break for the
sprinkler system in my Community Center and office. As
a community association manager, I did not panic after
saying a few choice words. I went into manager mode.
Save the computers, get things off of the floor, check to
see where the water is going--all while trying to stop the
flow of water. (Note: we had to call the Fire Department
because the city rep did not know how to turn off the
water - no, not my husband who works for Public Utilities.
He was across the city) As many of you know, water will
find ways to travel, no matter what you do, and with a
main water line breaking just a few feet from the building,
we had a lot of water in the office. So mop in hand, I
kept it from moving into our large community room, and
called for water extraction-because I knew who I could
trust to call. My next calls were to other contractors
that I have worked with and trusted over the years, and
my IT guy so that we could move the offices into the
community room. In about 36 hours, I was relocated
and up and running. Then came the fun of repairing the
damage - with the plan to move back into the office in
time for a community event the week before Halloween.
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I have set the stage to tell you why I believe that I was
able to go from flood to being back in the office in
6 short weeks, instead of a great deal longer. From
insurance rep, to emergency work, to electricians,
painters, drywall and many other items, I knew each
person and each company that I was contacting. If they
could not be my resource, they could point me in the
right direction. These Business Partners are members of
SEVA-CAI. I know them well because I have volunteered
with the Chapter and because I attend events and
programs. I trust them, and they were willing to help me
every step of the way. They worked fast and worked hard
to help us get back into the office. But trusting in other
members is not just a one time event. During these crazy
Covid times, it has been important to be able to Network
with other members about what they are going through
and what is working for them. Members are reaching out
to each other to see if we are all okay. Networking is real.
Networking helps give rise to trust. In our industry, trust
is important.
Attend programs. Attend Networking events. Support
the Chapter. Volunteer. Be CAI. This is why CAI.

Carol A. Lare, AMS®, PCAM® is the
Association Manager for Glenwood
Community Association, Inc. Carol has been
a member of SEVA-CAI for over 30 years,
and is a Past President, Co-Chair of the Social
committee, and has been a member of the
Virginia Leadership Retreat committee since
its inception.

A Full Service Management Company,
Tailored to Meet Your Community’s Needs.

2224 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Suite 201
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
p. (757) 486-6000 | f. (757) 486-6988
www.theselectgroup.us

Connie Phillips Insurance
CONDOMINIUM & HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION INSURANCE CONSULTANT
As an Independent Insurance Agency, CPI has unlimited
access to the major carriers for Condo coverages.
Our COMPARATIVE RATER PROGRAM allows us to
provide you with a comparison of coverages and premiums.
Experienced in reviewing and assisting in the selection
of Master Policy coverages, attending board meetings, and
offering on-site insurance and financial seminars.
*** Complimentary Breakfast or Lunch-n-Learn Seminars. ***

Property • General Liability
Umbrella • Excess Limits
Directors & Officers Liability
Fidelity Bond • Flood
Call us today for a review of your
Condominium/Homeowners Association
insurance programs

888.439.0479
Virginia Beach, VA  757.761.7757
Frederick, MD  301.662.5717
24/7: 240.409.8400  240.409.8405

Serving
MD,
VA,VA,
DC,NC,
WV,
PA PA
Serving
MD,
DC,
WA,

www.insurance-financial.net
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Community Association
Insurance for Condominiums
& Homeowners Associations
By Connie E. Phillips, CIC, EBP, CIRMS, Connie Phillips Insurance Financial

Insurance is the last thing you want to read about.
Everyone wants the lowest price and then expects all
claims to be insured and covered by the insurance carrier.
This article will point out several areas that are often
overlooked because the board voted on the lowest price.
You Association should only work with an insurance
professional that specializes in Association insurance
– someone that is looking at the specific coverage,
endorsements, and the exclusions in the policy.
Are you overwhelmed with all the insurance terms and
coverages you need to understand and ensure your
Association is properly protected? How do you know
what is covered and what is not covered? Are you
properly insured to make sure that a property fire, water
damage or being served a lawsuit will provide the proper
coverage for your Association? The attached checklist
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will assist you in reviewing your policy to make sure you
have the coverage before a claim occurs.
Far too often, a board votes on the lowest price without
really knowing what coverage they are losing. Serving on
a board is important and it is critical that the Association
provide the proper protection for the board and the unit
owners.
So, let’s get started:
MASTER POLICY – This policy includes both property
and general liability. The most common mistake found
is the improper named insured on the policy. The policy
should reflect the exact name of the entity. Often the
policy was written prior to the Association becoming
incorporated and the name was never updated.

Do you know the difference between an admitted and
non-admitted carrier? An admitted or standard carrier
has been approved by the Virginia Insurance Department
and backed by the state. Because of high claims or
coastal locations, the Association may only be able to
purchase insurance from a non-admitted or excess/
surplus lines carrier. A non-admitted carrier is not subject
to the same regulations which apply to an admitted
carrier. The non-admitted carrier does not participate in
any state insurance guarantee fund. The Association will
want to inquire about the claims service offered by the
carriers.
There have been some carriers that have withdrawn from
the State of Virginia. When evaluating any insurance
carrier, be sure to check both their financial rating and
financial size to assure they can meet their financial
obligations to the Association in the event of a claim.
PROPERTY – Property Insurance will cover the condo
building and common areas owned by the Association,
including a clubhouse, pool, and other property.
Your governing documents will define the common
elements, limited common elements and units. There is
a lot of confusion between the unit owners responsibility
for the maintenance and repair of the unit and the master
policy coverage when a claim occurs. Both the Master
Policy agent and the Homeowners policy agent need to
understand how the documents define the replacement
value and which policy will respond to the claim. Do
the documents refer to 100% of the replacement cost?
Do the documents define the claims settlement as walls
in, single entity, bare walls, studs in, all-inclusive or a
combination? Not knowing where the master policy
ends, and the homeowner’s policy begins could leave a
tremendous gap at the time of the claim.
Check your Association Insurance policy for these areas
that are often overlooked:
Deductibles:
Can be a flat dollar amount or a per unit deductible
Look for a wind/hail deductible for coastal properties.
You may find a 1%, 2% or 5% deductible. This means the
deductible is a % of the building value, i.e. $1,000,000
building with 2% deductible would have a $20,000
deductible for wind or hail.
Ordinance or Law Coverage:
This is critical for any older structure and provides
coverage for loss caused by enforcement of ordinances
or laws regulating construction and repair of damaged
buildings. Therefore, you need to make sure that your
policy has three coverage parts:
Contingent Liability for
Coverage A		
			
Undamaged portion of the
			building
Coverage B		

Demolition Cost

Coverage C		

Increased Cost of Construction

LIABILITY POLICIES – Often overlooked are the 3
additional insured endorsements that must be added.
1)

Most policies will include the property
management firm as an additional insured for the
General Liability portion of the policy.

2)

The Directors and Officers Liability needs to be
endorsed to cover the property management
firm.

3)

The Fidelity Bond language needs to be
amended to define the property management
firm as an “employee” under the Employee
Dishonesty coverage.

General Liability - Covering both bodily injury and
property damage liability. Check to make sure you
have coverage for personal injury (libel, slander),
discrimination, and unit owners and managers are named
as additional insured. Check the exclusions such as
assault and battery.
Non-Owned Automobile Liability - If your employees or
volunteers use their own vehicles on association business,
this coverage provides liability coverage in excess of an
employee’s or volunteer’s auto insurance. The coverage
will respond if the association is held liable for the
employee’s or volunteer’s actions involving his or her
vehicle and the limits of the individual’s personal auto
insurance policy have been exhausted.
Hired Automobile Liability Coverage - Provides the liability
insurance for a vehicle that has been rented, leased, or
hired by the association to be used for purposes related
to association business and the passengers inside.
Directors and Officers (D&O) Liability – Directors and
Officers insurance will cover the decision made by
the board. Boards have exposure to a broad range
of potential lawsuits, including wrongful termination,
harassment, discrimination, negligence, financial
mismanagement, non-monetary lawsuit, and many
others. Purchasing D&O by endorsement to a Master
Policy will not provide the board with the broadest
coverage. A specific comparison of the coverages and
exclusions should be reviewed as well as the pending
and prior date and/or retroactive date.
Cyber Liability – Cyber Security and Data Breach can
cause a significant financial threat to Associations. This
policy provides security failure liability, data breach
response coverage, cyber extortion and ransomware
demands and regulatory and penalty protection.
Umbrella Liability – Always check the underlying policies
on the umbrella to make sure they reflect the Directors
and Officers or Workers Compensation policies. If these
policies are written with a different carrier and not listed
as underlying policies, then the umbrella is not excess
over those policies.
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FIDELITY COVERAGE – Referred to as a fidelity bond or
crime coverage or employee dishonesty, this coverage
protects the Association funds from fraud or theft of
funds. Both the Virginia Condominium Act and the
Virginia Property Owners Act require the Association to
maintain a blanket fidelity bond or employee dishonesty
insurance policy insuring the Association against
losses resulting from theft or dishonesty committed
by the officers, directors, or persons employed by the
Association. Be sure to verify the property management
firm is defined as an employee under the bond.
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE – Review your HO-3 or
HO-5 for Homeowners or Site Condo Owners and HO-6
for Condominium Homeowners to verify coverage.
• HO-3 or HO-5 Dwelling coverage for
Homeowners and Site Condos Owners
• HO-6 for the Condominium unit owner to
cover betterments, improvements, upgrades,
alterations, additions
• Personal Property of unit owner
• Cost to live elsewhere during period of
restoration
• Personal Liability
ANNUAL REVIEW -- It is particularly important that you
meet with your insurance agent on an annual basis.
Have there been any changes or activities within the
Association? Be sure to discuss any changes in values,
operations, fire or theft protections, sprinkler system or
burglar alarms. Make sure you review potential policies
that the Association should consider and review any
potential exclusions.
Unit owners should review their homeowners insurance.
Did you volunteer as a board member? Do you have the
proper coverage?
Because claims are usually sudden, accidental, and
unexpected, you should understand the primary types
of insurance coverage required by most community
associations to properly insure against loss. Knowing
the insurance has been analyzed and reviewed will allow
the Association to be better prepared and know what
coverage they are insured for and what claims they might
be self-insuring.
Connie is President of Connie Phillips
Insurance. Connie has a Certified
Insurance Counselor (CIC) and a
Community Insurance and Risk
Management Specialist (CIRMS). She is
also a Community Associations Institute
Educated Business Partner (EBP). Connie
can be reached at 757-761-7757, or
cpi@insurance-financial.net

This article is Part 1 of a 4 Part
series that will run in upcoming
issues of Currents.
Look for more articles to come:
Part 2
Directors and Officers Liability
Part 3
Fidelity Bond Options and the
Need for Workers Compensation
Part 4
Certificates of Insurance/
Additional Insured Clauses and
Hold Harmless Agreements
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Running Successful
Annual Meetings
in the Era of Covid-19
By William Sleeth, III, Esq., Gordon & Rees
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Community associations face challenges in trying to
hold and run successful and legally-compliant annual
meetings in the era of covid-19. This article is designed
to provide associations with some practical legal tips
on how they can hold annual meetings while utilizing
certain technologies designed to reduce the number
of owners who are physically present at an annual
meeting.

Review the Governing Documents
One thing community association attorneys consistently
tell their clients is to always read the governing
documents. This is especially important in the context
of conducting annual meetings in the era of covid-19.
Some governing documents may contain language
that does not permit associations to utilize certain
technologies to aid in the conduct of annual meetings.
The starting place for this analysis is always the
governing documents themselves, and community
managers and directors should always review them first.

Authority to Conduct Meetings Via
Remote Communications
Virginia law permits many associations to conduct
annual meetings via remote communications, subject to
certain caveats.
Virginia Code Section 13.1-844.2 provides as follows:

A. Members may participate in any meeting of

members by means of remote communication to
the extent the board of directors authorizes such
participation for members. Participation by means
of remote communication shall be subject to such
guidelines and procedures the board of directors
adopts, and shall be in conformity with subsection B.

B. Members participating in a members’ meeting by

means of remote communication shall be deemed
present and may vote at such a meeting if the
corporation has implemented reasonable measures to:
1. Verify that each person participating
remotely is a member or a member’s proxy; and
2. Provide such members a reasonable
opportunity to participate in the meeting
and to vote on matters submitted to the
members, including an opportunity to read
or hear the proceedings of the meeting,
substantially concurrently with such
proceedings.

C. Unless the articles of incorporation or bylaws
require the meeting of members to be held at a
place, the board of directors may determine that any

meeting of members shall not be held at any place
and shall instead be held solely by means of remote
communication in conformity with subsection B.
This code section is contained within the Virginia
Nonstock Corporation Act, so it would not apply to
community associations that are not incorporated. The
vast majority of community associations in Hampton
Roads are incorporated, but if any are not, they should
seriously consider incorporating for a wide array of
reasons.
Under Section (C), an association could only hold
an annual meeting solely by means of remote
communication (compared to being held at a set place)
if the association’s bylaws or articles of incorporation
did not require the annual meeting to be held at a
place. It’s been my observation that many sets of bylaws
do in fact designate a set place for an annual meeting,
which means that those associations would not be able
to hold the annual meeting solely by means of remote
communication.
For those associations whose bylaws or articles of
incorporation contain such a place restriction, they
could still have members participate in the annual
meeting by remote communication, as long as there
would still be a physical meeting location at which the
annual meeting would be conducted.

Steps Associations Need to Take
to Conduct Meetings Via Remote
Communications
Virginia Code Section 13.1-844.2(A) authorizes remote
participation by owners “to the extent the board of
directors authorizes such participation for members.”
Therefore, for those associations that want to utilize
this provision, the board of directors should either pass
a resolution (or execute a unanimous consent form)
explicitly providing for such participation.
Also, the code provision states that members shall be
deemed present and may vote at such meeting if the
association has implemented reasonable measures to:
1. Verify that each person participating
remotely is a member or a member’s proxy; and
2. Provide such members a reasonable
opportunity to participate in the meeting
and to vote on matters submitted to the
members, including an opportunity to read
or hear the proceedings of the meeting,
substantially concurrently with such
proceedings.
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Virginia Code Section 55.1-1832
contains several requirements
relating to electronic voting to which
associations will need to adhere.
They include:

D. Voting on, consent to, and

approval of any matter under any
declaration or bylaw provision or
any provision of this chapter may be
accomplished by electronic means,
provided that a record is created as
evidence of such vote, consent, or
approval and maintained as long as
such record would be required to be
maintained in nonelectronic form.
and

Associations would need to ensure that they comply
with these requirements. They should work in advance
to ensure that whatever technology platform they use
can accommodate these requirements. Some potential
ways that associations could attempt to comply with the
verification requirement is to visually identify persons
over videoconferencing platforms, or by mailing to
members identification numbers before the meeting
and having those members state those identification
numbers to the association when those members join
the remote meeting.

Authority to Vote Via Electronic Means
If associations want to conduct voting by electronic
means, they should ensure that they have the proper
legal authority. Virginia Code Section 55.1-1832(A)
provides: “Unless the declaration expressly provides
otherwise, (i) any notice required to be sent or received
or (ii) any signature, vote, consent, or approval required
to be obtained under any declaration or bylaw provision
or any provision of this chapter may be accomplished
using electronic means” (emphasis added).
Therefore, associations should check their declarations
to see whether they contain language that expressly
provides that voting may not be accomplished by
electronic means. It’s been my experience that very
few declarations will contain language that expressly
provides that voting may not be accomplished by
electronic means.
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F. If any person does not have the
capability or desire to conduct
business using electronic means, the
association shall make reasonable
accommodation, at its expense, for such person to
conduct business with the association without use of
such electronic means.
Again, associations should work in advance to
ensure that whatever technology platform they
use for electronic voting can accommodate these
requirements.

Conclusion
It’s important to keep in mind that associations don’t
have to conduct an annual meeting by remote means or
via electronic voting. It’s just an option that’s available
to them assuming the governing documents permit
such. With the right amount of advanced planning,
associations can ensure smooth annual meetings even
in the midst of Covid-19.

Will Sleeth is a partner with the law firm of
Gordon & Rees, where he leads the firm’s
Community Association Law practice.
Gordon & Rees is a national law firm with
over 1,000 attorneys in all 50 states, and Will
works out of the firm’s Williamsburg office.
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Understanding
Privacy in the Age
of Smart Phones &
Residential Security
Cameras
By Kathleen W. Panagis, Esq., Vandeventer Black LLP
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or solicitation for patronage of a particular
product or service.” Id. at 160 (citations
omitted).
As for what would qualify as an
unauthorized use “for purposes of trade,”
Virginia case law is not as robust on
this particular concept; nonetheless,
a court ruled that an interview of a
person published in a magazine did not
constitute a trade purpose (or for an
advertising purpose). See, e.g., Falwell
v. Penthouse Int’l, Ltd., 521 F.Supp.
1204, 1210 (W.D. Va. 1981).

With most people in modern society having smart
phones that have cameras and video recording
capability coupled with the soaring popularity of
residential security cameras, one may wonder to what
extent does one have a right of privacy should their
image and/or behavior be captured. One may also
ponder such question when perusing through ample
social media platforms, blogs, or news sites where
countless photos and/or videos of persons other than
the individual who uploaded such material are posted.
With the advent of these image-capturing and recording
devices as well as the around-the-clock posting of
such photos or videos of others, it should come as no
surprise that, at least in Virginia, there is no right of
privacy unless granted by statute. See Evans v. Sturgill,
430 F.Supp. 1209, 1213 (W.D. Va. 1977).

Although Va. Code 8.01-40 does provide a
limited right of privacy, there are two sets of
exceptions to this statutory right. Such exceptions
pertain to items that are “newsworthy or matters of
public interest” or for items that are “incidental to
purpose of the work.” See Williams v. Newsweek, 63
F.Supp. 2d 734, 736-738 (E.D. Va. 1999). For items
that are newsworthy or matters of public interest,
such exception applies “so long as there is a ‘real
relationship between’ the use of a person’s name or
image and the report,” and “the report is not merely
‘an advertisement in disguise.’” WJLA-TV, 264 Va.
at 161 (citations omitted). Further, for uses that are
claimed incidental, “a publisher will only be held liable
for the publication of an unauthorized picture if there
is a ‘direct and substantial connection between the
appearance of the plaintiff’s name or likeness and the
main purpose and subject of the work.’” Williams, 63
F.Supp. 2d at 737 (citation omitted).

The one—and only—statute in Virginia that addresses
the right of privacy is found at Va. Code § 8.01-40. This
statute provides that if a person’s name, portrait or
picture is used for advertising purposes or for purposes
of trade without such person’s written consent, then
such person is authorized to bring a civil lawsuit against
any person, firm or corporation for their unauthorized
use of the person’s name or image. The person
bringing this type action, if successful, could be entitled
to equitable relief, such as an injunction, in addition to
monetary damages.
It is important to note that using one’s name, portrait
or picture “for advertising purposes” or “for purposes
of trade” are two separate and independent statutory
concepts. See WJLA-TV v. Levin, 264 Va. 140, 160
(2002). The Supreme Court of Virginia has ruled that
a name is used “for advertising purposes” when “it
appears in a publication, which, taken in its entirety, was
distributed for use in, or as part of, an advertisement

continued on next page...
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Now, just because there is a limited right of privacy in
Virginia does not mean there are no measures in place
for certain types of unauthorized images or recordings
taken. Fortunately, several Virginia criminal statutes
provide protection to the privacy of persons in other
ways. Below is a sample of criminal code sections that
are aimed at protecting one’s privacy. Depending on
the circumstances, there may be additional criminal
code sections that could be evoked.
•
Va. Code § 18.2-216.1 makes it unlawful for
a person, firm, or corporation to knowingly use the
name, portrait or picture of any person for advertising
purposes or for purposes of trade without having first
obtained written consent from such person. A violator
could be found guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to
a fine between $50 to $1,000.
•
Va. Code § 18.2-130 makes it a Class 1
misdemeanor for any person who enters upon the
property of another and secretly peeps or spies into
or through a window, door or other aperture of any
building, structure or other enclosure intended to be
a dwelling, and also makes it criminal for a person to
peep or spy into a restroom, dressing room, locker
room, hotel room, bedroom, or other enclosure where
one has a reasonable expectation of privacy for the
purpose of viewing any nonconsenting person who is
nude, clad in undergarments, or in a state of undress.
•
Va. Code § 18.2-130.1 makes it unlawful for
a person to cause an electronic device to enter the
property of another to secretly peep or spy into or
through the window, door, or other aperture of any
building or dwelling enclosure. A violation of this
section is a Class 1 misdemeanor.

•
Va. Code § 18.2-386.1 makes it unlawful for a
person to knowingly and intentionally create a video
or image of any nonconsenting person if such person
is nude, clad in undergarments or in state of undress,
which could be a Class 1 misdemeanor or a Class 6
felony, depending upon the age of the nonconsenting
person.
•
Va. Code § 19.2-62 it is unlawful for a person
who intentionally intercepts or records any wire,
electronic or oral communication without having at
least one party to the conversation consent or where
a person who is uttering an oral communication that
has a justifiable expectation such communication is not
subject to interception. A violator could be found guilty
of a Class 1 misdemeanor or a Class 6 felony depending
on the underlying actions.
With the rising increase of technological advances,
privacy may continue to erode with each innovation.
Yet, Virginia provides some statutory guards aimed at
protecting people’s privacy. Perhaps when in public
people should be mindful that certain images and/
or videos of themselves could be captured without
recourse.
Disclaimer: The information in this article is for general
information and is not legal or tax advice. Nor does any
exchange of information associated with this article in
any way establish an attorney-client relationship.
4835-2244-7043, v. 1

Kathleen W. Panagis is an Of Counsel
attorney with Vandeventer Black LLP
and a member of the firm’s Community
Associations law team. With more than a
decade of experience, she serves as general
counsel to homeowner and condominium
associations located in Virginia. Kathleen is
an active member of SEVA-CAI and serves as
a member of the chapter’s Communications
Committee. Kathleen would like to give
recognition to James J. Levantino, who is
a rising third-year law student at Tulane
University Law School, for his research
assistance for this article.
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CAI Public Policy

Display of the American Flag
POLICY
In this instance, Community Associations Institute (CAI) strongly supports the
elimination of community association restrictions that prohibit the display of a
reasonably sized flagpole and reasonably sized, removable American flag from a
resident’s exclusive use or limited common element areas, so long as the flag is
displayed in accordance with the Federal Flag Code, 4 U.S.C Sections 5-10, as
amended. CAI further believes that community associations – not a state law – are
best suited to determine the appropriate size, placement and installation of a
flagpole.
CAI strongly believes that all Americans should have the opportunity to display the
U.S. flag to demonstrate their patriotism and support of our country. A community
association board of directors should be reasonable and allow the public display of
our nation’s most sacred emblem. To that end, CAI has supported numerous bills
to overturn anti-flag rules, and, in the fall of 2001, initiated Operation Old Glory!
that recommended all associations review their rules on flag display with respect to
reasonableness.

Approved by the Government &
Public Affairs Committee, October 23,
2002
Adopted by the Board of Trustees,
October 26, 2002
Approved by the Government &
Public Affairs Committee, December
13, 2011
Adopted by the Board of Trustees,
January 26, 2012

While CAI applauds efforts by associations and state legislatures to promote the
flying of the American flag, we do not feel it is sensible to eliminate all mechanisms
for consideration and approval of the size, placement or installation of a flagpole.
Although flagpoles may be appropriate for some associations, they are clearly
not appropriate for all community associations. An association, not state law, is
the best entity for making a determination on height and placement parameters
for a flagpole. Even though the height and placement of a flagpole may seem
reasonable to one homeowner, the neighbors may not agree. The biggest issue
that many homeowners face is the noise from the halyard hardware blowing
against the poles. Accordingly, CAI believes the association’s architectural review
process is the best avenue to take when determining if the installation and location
of a flagpole may threaten the community’s health or safety. Local governmental
ordinances may also refer to flagpole restrictions in residential areas.
A number of states have passed legislation that aligns with CAI policy by
acknowledging that all residents must be allowed to fly a flag from their home and
by permitting reasonable regulations regarding the installation and placement of
a permanent flagpole. These states recognize that flagpoles, like any permanent
fixture, should be reviewed by an association’s architectural review committee prior
to construction.

RECOMMENDATION
CAI supports proposals that strike any restrictive covenant in a deed, homeowner’s
association documents, rental agreement, leaser contract that may preclude the
display of one portable, removable United States flag on the property. However,
the flag must be displayed in a respectful manner, consistent with 4 U.S.C Sections
5-10, as amended. In cases where the flagpole becomes an issue, CAI will support
language that 1) requires an association to adopt reasonable rules and regulations
regarding the placement and manner of display of the American flag; and 2)
prevents an outright prohibition on flagpoles. If legislative action is imminent
please contact the CAI Government & Public Affairs Department for model
legislation.
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“but, he’s
friendly! ”
Off-Leash Dogs in
the Community

And Why Dog Trainers Have Been Social
Distancing Since Before the Pandemic
By Sydney Warner, Canine Behavior Consultant, Clever Critters, LLC
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Just about every person encountering an off-leash dog
has heard some version of: “It’s ok! He’s friendly!” as
an unknown dog comes bounding over to you or your
on-leash dog. That’s great that your dog is friendly,
except... is it really ok? Let’s think about this scenario in
more detail to determine if having off leash dogs in the
community is really as great as it seems for everyone.
There certainly is some pride and excitement to having
a dog that you believe is off-leash worthy. However,
there are considerations we must assess before
choosing to take that leash off and allow our dog
freedom to roam. As a certified behavior consultant
and dog trainer, there are many factors that go into
my consideration for teaching a dog (and their owner!)
off-leash abilities. Some of these considerations are:
what are the leash laws for this area, how extensive
is this dog’s basic and advanced training (including a
strong recall), what is the dog’s behavioral history and
drives, has this dog learned to stay out of others’ space
(e.g. away from other dogs and people, not be in their
face or all over others in general), and more. There
is a major fascination and sense of status for having
an off-leash dog. Afterall, not all dogs are able to
have this type of freedom and not all dog owners feel
comfortable or confident allowing this amount of total
freedom. I still see it very frequently, even with the dogs
that should not have this privilege.
First, we need to consider the legality of having your
dog off-leash. It’s one thing to have a dog that has
earned this freedom, but when it comes to leash laws,
everyone is responsible for following the laws of their
area. Leash laws can vary by city, county, neighborhood,
and general locality. It is up to you as a responsible
dog owner to learn what the leash laws are in the
area you are considering taking your dog off-leash.
Assuming your dog is off-leash worthy, part of being a
responsible dog owner is following the laws that apply
to dog ownership. If you are in an area that a leash is
required on all dogs, this means the dog must be on
some kind of tether and connected to your person; not
an “electronic leash”, not your dog dragging a leash
or carrying it’s own leash, and not you holding a leash
while your dog walks untethered beside you.
Why are there leash laws and why is it responsible dog
ownership to keep your dog on leash? Well, Dogs In
Need Of Space, or DINOS (https://dogsinneedofspace.
com/), is a phenomenal organization that goes over
all the many ways that dogs benefit from staying on
leash and keeping social distance from others. Having
lived with and worked with many DINOS over the
years, I understand and appreciate the need for social
distancing even before this became the normal due to
the recent pandemic. Sometimes dogs are nervous and
fearful of other dogs and may respond as fight or flight
risks when approached by another dog.
Additional reasons could include the dog is recovering
from an injury or illness, or is a senior and prefers a
larger personal bubble, or they are a working dog and

your off-leash dog distracts or interrupts their ability
to work (which may be a life-saving job for a person
with disabilities). What scares me the most is the offleash dog that the owner believes is friendly but is
inappropriately bounding up to my client’s dog who
will lash out due to fear, therefore risking a major dog
fight. Those practicing responsible dog ownership
and adhering to leash laws can still find themselves in
unnecessarily unpleasant situations when the illegal offleash dog comes over to say “hello”.
Many dogs, and even people, are dog selective and
nervous or stressed around new and pushy dogs. It
is a courtesy and for safety that we keep our dogs on
leash unless in a designated off-leash area. Safety of
our pets and ourselves is one of the biggest reasons
I rarely teach off-leash manners. Leashed dogs are
much less likely to get into trouble, such as fights and
scuffles, “oops!” litters, hit by a car, unsafe interactions
with wildlife, stolen, or cause property damage. We
can enjoy our dog’s company without putting them
or others at risk by simply keeping a leash on them in
most environments.

continued on next page...

What about the places that off-leash dogs are
permitted? Is it ok then? Sure, if you remember what
you must assess:
• How thorough is your dog’s basic and advanced
training, including a strong recall? Does your dog come
when called with 100% proficiency? Can your dog stop
or drop to a down position immediately when cued?
Can you redirect your dog away from people, animals,
and places with a single cue?
• What about your dog’s behavioral history and
drives? Do they have a good solid temperament? Are
they well socialized with all types of changes in the
environment? Any history of aggression or reactivity?
Does your dog have a strong chase or prey drive?
• Most importantly, have you taught your dog to
stay out of others’ space, both human and animal? It is
one thing to engage in interactions with known people
and animals, but if someone new comes around,
appropriate communication and social skills is a vital
requirement for prevention of stress.

If your dog has all these wonderful skills and you are
practicing responsible dog ownership by following the
laws of the area you and your dog are in, please enjoy
the freedom and excitement of watching your dog be
free and run. If your dog has not thoroughly learned
these skills and earned this freedom, copes well in the
environment, and leash laws apply I encourage you
to be the courteous and responsible dog owner. Even
if your dog is friendly, remember to practice social
distancing as those around you may not cope well with
an off-leash dog. All of us deserve to enjoy our time out
with our dogs.
Sydney Warner, BS Psychology, ABCDT,
Dip.CBST is a Certified Dog Trainer
and Canine Behavior Consultant at
Clever Critters, LLC. She is Low Stress
Handling and Fear Free Certified, a
Licensed Family Paws Presenter, and a
member of the Pet Professional Guild
You can reach Sydney at (757) 775 7987
or sydney@clever-critters.com

Check out these free printable posters
from Dogs In Need of Space!
These great resources would make the
perfect addition to your dog park, bulletin
board, or community newsletter.
https://dogsinneedofspace.com/
handouts/
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Moved Into a Community
Association - What Now?
By Pierre Forget, CMCA®, AMS® Berkeley Realty Property Management

to read on a rainy day! However,
the simple fact that you have
purchased a property in an HOA,
means that you have implicitly
agreed to obey and follow all the
rules, whether or not you have
taken the time to read them.

Congratulations! You have taken an important step
toward protecting what, for many of us, is the largest
investment of your life. Now the question is, “Are you
completely aware of what that step entails?” Reaping
the benefits of Community Association Membership
does not come without cost, both literally and
figuratively.
First and foremost, the association needs funds to
function; so, make sure to find out the amount of your
annual assessment and when it is due.
Prior to closing on your property, you received a copy
of your community’s governing documents. These
documents are the guidelines by which each community
functions and they consist of articles of incorporation,
Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions (C,C &R’s), bylaws
and rules & regulations. In a nutshell, these documents
represent the organization’s creation, charter and
operating guidelines. When you received this package,
you would not be alone if your mind was more occupied
with organizing the big move or planning wall colors for
your new home than reviewing this mass of information.
Many new homeowners push these documents aside

This means that while yes,
you own the property, no, you
cannot do whatever you want especially when it involves exterior
modifications. Most HOAs have
specific restrictions regarding what
can or can’t be done when it comes
to any exterior modification to your
property and they usually require
you to submit an application to the
architectural committee and wait
for approval prior to starting any
project. There won’t be a test, but
it is worth your time to familiarize
yourself with the governing documents to avoid conflict,
extra costs and frustration in the future.
In addition to being lengthy, governing documents can
also be confusing, so don’t be afraid to reach out to
board members or better yet, the association manager,
for clarification. The manager is often the liaison
between the board and the membership, and can most
likely answer your questions or direct you to someone
who can. The manager can also inform you if any utilities
or amenities are included in the assessments.
Just remember, the board, membership and manager all
have the same goal: protect your investment and make
your community a pleasant and attractive place to live
- the cost is truly minimal compared to the benefits of
living in a well-run homeowner’s association.
Pierre Forget is a community association
manager with Berkeley Realty Property
Management. He has earned both the
CMCA® and AMS® designations.

The board, membership and manager all have the same goal: protect your
investment and make your community a pleasant and attractive place to live.
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Fast and Free, But
Fraught with Problems

Community Associations and the
Unauthorized Practice of Law in Virginia
By Elizabeth L. White, Esq., CCAL®, Sands Anderson PC
In these difficult economic times, community association
managers and association boards may be especially
tempted to resort to “do-it-yourself” legal services
in lieu of spending limited association funds to pay
attorney’s fees for legal services. It’s not unusual
for boards to pressure their community association
managers to provide legal opinions, furnish forms used
in other communities they manage, and/or to draft legal
documents like contracts and assessment liens. Boards
may even turn to retired lawyers, JAG attorneys, lawyers
from other states, and other non-lawyer professionals
in their communities to draft documents or provide
30 • Currents | www.sevacai.org

free “legal” advice to the association. However wellintentioned and cost-effective this arrangement may
seem on the surface, it is fraught with problems, may
violate Virginia law, and risks violating the fiduciary duty
owed by each director, officer and licensed manager of
the association.
There are many legal and business reasons why a
community association board or manager should consult
a licensed Virginia lawyer with experience in representing
community associations in Virginia. Decisions made in
the course of operating and governing a community

association are business decisions. When decisions of
an association’s board are litigated, Virginia courts apply
the business judgment rule (more on this below) and the
standard of the prudent businessperson: what would a
prudent businessperson do under this set of facts? In
most instances, a prudent businessperson would rely on
qualified and licensed professionals.
Unlike other businesses, the legal framework for
Community Associations is uniquely based on real estate
covenants, easements and restrictions that run with the
land. Associations must operate in accordance with the
contractual requirements of these covenants, easements
and restrictions and operate in accordance with their
bylaws and articles of incorporation (if incorporated). In
addition, Virginia’s Community Associations must adhere
to the association-specific requirements of the Virginia
Property Owners’ Association Act and the Virginia
Condominium Act, as applicable; and, as regulated and
licensed entities in Virginia, associations must comply
with the laws and regulations governing common interest
communities and community associations in Virginia.
To top it off, there are also federal laws such as the Fair
Debt Collections Practices Act and the Fair Housing
Act that govern certain aspects of the association’s
operations.

The Unauthorized Practice of Law
in Virginia is a Class 1 Criminal
Misdemeanor
§ 54.1-3904 of the Code of Virginia (“Code”) provides:
Penalty for practicing without authority.
Any person who practices law without being authorized
or licensed shall be guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.
A collection agency may refer debts to an attorney for
collection with the creditor’s approval of the referral and
the fee arrangement and shall not be deemed to be
engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. An attorney
is permitted by the creditor’s authorization to enter into
such representation agreements.
§ 18.2-11(a) of the Code provides:
Punishment for conviction of misdemeanor.
The authorized punishments for conviction of a
misdemeanor are:
(a) For Class 1 misdemeanors, confinement in jail for not
more than twelve months and a fine of not more than
$2,500, either or both.

When an association’s governing documents are
ambiguous and/or inconsistent with statutes, an
interpretation of the documents needs to be made and
this interpretation may constitute the practice of law.
Similarly, interpreting a legal statute and its application
to a set of specific facts, preparing legal instruments
such as an amendment to the association’s declaration,
or the preparation of a lien, are generally considered
the practice of law. In Virginia, there is a statute in the
Code of Virginia that makes the unauthorized practice
of law a criminal Class 1 misdemeanor and the Supreme
Court of the Commonwealth of Virginia has adopted the
Rules which govern the practice of law and define the
unauthorized practice of law.

continued on next page...

Excerpted below are pertinent sections of the Virginia
Code, definitions and portions of the Rules which shed
light on the law, the Rules, and the purpose for such
Rules. Readers are cautioned that the body of law
concerning the unauthorized practice of law in Virginia is
vast, deep, and nuanced. This article hits some highlights
for issue spotting purposes but is not intended to be a
comprehensive summary of the law on this topic.

The public is better served by those who have met rigorous education
requirements, have been certified of honest demeanor and
good moral character, and are subject to high ethical standards.
- Supreme Court of Virginia
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Purpose
Although everyone has a right to represent himself/
herself, that right is personal and cannot be construed
to mean that person has the same right to represent
others. To protect the public, the State requires the
representation of others to be regulated in accordance
with a nuanced set of rules.
According to the Supreme Court of Virginia, “the
public is better served by those who have met rigorous
education requirements, have been certified of honest
demeanor and good moral character, and are subject to
high ethical standards…”. (Rules).

Fiduciary Duty Plays a
Role, Too

According to the Rules of the Virginia Supreme Court,
Part 6, §I (“Rules”), paragraph 1:
Prohibition Against Unauthorized Aractice of Law:
No non-lawyer shall not engage in the practice of law
in the Commonwealth of Virginia or in any manner
hold himself or herself out as authorized or qualified to
practice law in the Commonwealth of Virginia except
as may be authorized by rule or statute. The term
“non-lawyer” means any person, firm, association or
corporation not duly licensed or authorized to practice
law in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Any person or
entity who practices law without being licensed or
otherwise authorized to practice law shall be guilty of a
Class 1 misdemeanor. Va. Code § 54.1-3904.

What constitutes the practice of law?
According to paragraph 2 of the Rules:
A person or entity engages in the practice of law when
representing to another, by words or conduct, that one is
authorized to do any of the following:
A. Undertake for compensation, direct or indirect, to
give advice or counsel to an entity or person involving
the application of legal principles to facts.
B. Select, draft or complete legal documents or
agreements which affect the legal rights of any entity or
person.
C. Represent another entity or person before a tribunal.
D. Negotiate the legal rights or responsibilities on
behalf of another entity or person.
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If you are a director, officer or a licensed manager of
a Virginia Community Association, then you owe a
fiduciary duty to the association. This means, among
other things, that you must use good faith business
judgement when making decisions that affect your
association’s interests. You may rely on information and
opinions of the association’s legal counsel only if you
believe in good faith that such attorney is providing
advice within the scope of his/her professional or
expert competence. If you have knowledge that makes
this reliance unwarranted, however, then you are not
entitled to rely on such person’s advice. Therefore, if
you know that an individual who is drafting a document
or providing advice is not authorized to practice law in
Virginia, you are not entitled to rely on their advice. If
you rely on them anyway, then you may be breaching
your fiduciary duty to the association and exposing
yourself to personal liability. (Va. Code § 13.1-690).

Bottom Line
If your association needs legal advice or desires to
draft or amend a legal document such as a contract
or association rules, you should avoid the temptation
to “do-it-yourself,” and, instead, you should engage
the services of a licensed Virginia attorney with legal
competence and relevant experience in Community
Association law. While association managers, board
members and volunteers may have general knowledge
of the association’s governing documents and laws
generally, they should not be acting in place of the
association’s attorney and to do so risks engaging in
the unauthorized practice of law, violating their fiduciary
duty, and personal liability.
Elizabeth L. White, Esq., CCAL is an
attorney with Sands Anderson PC in
Williamsburg, Virginia. She is a member
of CAI and a fellow of the College of
Community Association Lawyers.
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upcoming

events

							
							

save the
date
CEO-MC Retreat 2020
September 23-26, 2020
Virtual

we
miss
you!
but you’re safter at home
All in person events have been
temporarily suspended, due to ongoing
concerns about COVID-19.

M-206: Financial Management
October 1-2, 2020
Virginia Beach, VA
2021 Community Association
Law Seminar
January 27-20, 2021
La Quinta, CA
CA Day 2020: Salute to Service
March 13, 2021
Virginia Beach, VA

We’re producing educational webinars
that you can view from the safety of
your home - so join us live or watch later
on your own time! We’re committed to
keeping you in-the-know, and helping
you to earn those Continuing Education
credits.

2021 CAI Annual Conference:
Community NOW
May 5-8, 2021
Las Vegas, NV

Please visit www.sevacai.org often to stay
up to date on what we have going on.
New webinars are posted regularly, and
updates about the Golf Classic and
CA Day 2020 are pending.

Virginia Leadership Retreat: VLRU
August 5-8, 2021
Hot Springs, VA

We can’t wait to see you!

No act of kindness, no matter how small,
is ever wasted.
- Aesop

ambassador sponsors

products & services directory
ACCOUNTANTS

EXTERMINATORS/PEST CONTROL

MANAGEMENT COMPANIES

DesRoches & Company, CPAs, P.C.

National Exterminating Co., Inc.

Abbitt Management, LLC

Mark W. DesRoches, CPA
David J. DesRoches, CPA
757-498-3000
mark@desrochescpas.com
david@desrochescpas.com
www.desrochescpas.com

ATTORNEYS
Inman & Strickler, P.L.C.

Michael A. Inman, Esq., CCAL®
757-486-7055
mainman@inmanstrickler.com
www.inmanstrickler.com

Pender & Coward, P.C.

Jeffrey A. Hunn, Esq.
757-490-6256
jhunn@pendercoward.com
www.pendercoward.com

Sands Anderson, P.C.

Elizabeth L. White, Atty at Law, CCAL®
757-208-0301
ewhite@sandsanderson.com
www.sandsanderson.com

Thomas, Adams & Associates, P.C.
Paul E. Thomas, Esq.
757-491-4141
paulthomaslaw@aol.com
www.talawgroup.com

Vandeventer Black LLP

Deborah M. Casey, Atty at Law, CCAL®
757-446-8600
dcasey@vanblacklaw.com
www.vanblacklaw.com

BANKING / LENDING
INSTITUTIONS
BB&T Association Services
Tanya Cannaday
336-413-1923
tdobbins@bbandt.com
www.bbt.com

CAB, a Division of CIT
Michael Roche
815-325-8108
michael.roche@cit.com
www.cit.com

Phillip G. Burke
757-599-3621
757-435-7987
pburke@nationalexterminating.com
www.nationalexterminating.com

INSURANCE
Connie Phillips Insurance/Financial

Connie Phillips, CIRMS®, CIC®, LUTCF®, CSA®, EBP
757-761-7757
kbrink@insurance-financial.net
www.insurance-financial.net

Mayo Insurance Agency/Williamsburg
Insurance Agency - Nationwide
Todd Mayo
757-496-5685
todd@mayoinsuranceagency.com
www.mayoinsuranceagency.com

LAKE & POND MAINTENANCE
SOLitude Lake Management

Tracy Fleming
888-480-5253
info@solitudelake.com
www.solitudelakemanagement.com

LANDSCAPING
Basnight Land & Lawn, Inc.

Kent Basnight
757-436-9617
kent@basnightlandandlawn.com
www.basnightlandandlawn.com

BrightView Landscape Company
John Chapman
757-482-2807
john.chapman@brightview.com
www.brightview.com

Tricia Wells, CMCA®, AMS®
757-874-4900
twells@abbitt.com
https://abbittrentals.com

Associa® Community Group, AAMC®
Walter Campbell, PCAM®
757-499-2200
wcampbell@communitygroup.com
www.communitygroup.com

Chesapeake Bay Management, Inc., AAMC®
Dana Shotts-Neff
CMCA®, AMS®, LSM®, PCAM®
757-534-7751
dsneff@1cbm.com
www.1cbm.com

Community First Management

Brian Reese, PCAM®
757-333-7675
brian@communityfirstmanagement.com
www.communityfirstmanagement.com

The Select Group, Inc., AAMC®
Bonnie Herring, CMCA®, PCAM®
757-486-6000
bherring@theselectgroup.us
www.theselectgroup.us

United Property Associates, AAMC®

Anita Loonam, CMCA®, AMS®, PCAM®
757-499-5752
aloonam@unitedpropertyassociates.com
www.unitedproperty.org

POOL MAINTENANCE
AAA Pool Services, Inc.

Jim Durkee
757-499-5852
office@aaapoolservices.com
www.aaapoolservices.com

RESERVE STUDIES
DLM Architects

David L. May, Jr., AIA
757-510-1165
dlmarchs@dlmarchs.com
www.dlmarchs.com

Become a Chapter Ambassador Sponsor today to see your listing here!
Contact the Chapter at 757-558-8128 or info@sevacai.org for more information.
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THANK YOU FOR
CHOOSING US.
Phone: 757-657-2111
Fax: 757-657-2116

May your travels always
bring you home.
We’ll leave the light on for you.

Email:
shannon@relayelectric.com

PO Box 7158
Suffolk, VA 23437
www.RelayElectric.com

